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Protective Homes For SongBirds During theWinter Season
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Roosting Boxes may appear similar to bird houses, but are not intended for nest building.  A roosting box provides shelter 
for birds to escape from bad weather, high winds and predators. The openings on roosting boxes are at the bottom of the 
box, differing from bird houses which have openings at the top.  This prevents rising heat loss.  They also include perches 
to accommodate more birds.  Adding wood chips to the bottom of the box will add more insulation.

Ideally, roosting boxes should be 6 to 12 feet from the ground.  You can place a box on a tree or mount it on a pole.  If 
you choose to use a pole, you may want to consider adding a baffle to stop mice or squirrels from claiming the box for 
themselves.  Placing the box in a sheltered area of your yard is best.  The opening should be facing south to avoid 
prevailing winds from blowing into the entrance of the box.  If there is an area in your yard that gets the late afternoon 
sun, the sun could warm the back of the box allowing it to retain the heat for a longer period of time.

Great Holiday Gift Idea

Roosting Pockets like Roosting Boxes are beneficial to songbirds during the winter months. They provide much 
refuge from harsh storms, wind, freezing rain, heavy snow and the bitter cold. We also have smaller woven roosting 
pockets.  These can be placed in shrubs and bushes. They don't hold as many birds as the boxes, so you may want to 
use more than one of these. Birds that will use roosting boxes or pockets include chickadees, nuthatches, downy 
woodpeckers, titmice and bluebirds.  While roosting boxes are more popular in the colder months, they can provide shelter 
for birds in every season. 

Winter Roost Birdhouse
UNS-AHC2428

Roosting Pockets

One of my favorites is our convertible roosting box.  It can be used as a bird house in the spring and summer, and a 
winter roost in the fall and winter.  During the spring and summer the opening will be at the top of the box.  The inside of 
the door is scored to allow the hatchlings access to the opening for feeding.  In the fall, take the door off and reverse it so 
the opening is at the bottom.  Simply add the perches to the interior along with the wood chips and you are all set for 
winter.  Make sure that you clean the box before converting to winter use, doing the same in the spring to prepare for 
nesting. 
Ask our knowledgeable staff if you have any questions about fall/winter bird feeding, our staff will be happy to help 
meet all of your birding needs.   
By Jane Paradis

Strawberry Felt Roosting 
Pocket Birdhouse
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Sunshine Felt Roosting 
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Hive Roosting Pocket 
Birdhouse 
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Acorn Roosting Pocket 
Birdhouse  
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Winter Roost Birdhouse
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Convertible Roost Birdhouse
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Convertible Roost Birdhouse
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During the Winter it is important to offer seeds that are rich in oils, such as black oil sunflower or sunflower hearts and 
peanuts. Suet is also important as it is high in fat and calories. These high-energy foods give birds the fuel they need to 
maintain warm body temperatures during the long, cold nights. Almost all birds will eat suet, even some that are ground 
feeders will, in time, learn to love it. Sunflower hearts are a good choice as they eliminate the mess under the feeder. If you 
are offering a mixed seed such as our Red Carpet or Fiesta, it's a good idea to stamp the snow down with your feet after a 
snowfall. This gives the birds and squirrels access to any seed that has fallen to the ground. We also have premium suet which 
is squirrel proof high energy suet specially treated to discourage feeding by squirrels. The high-energy suet contains only food 
ingredients, no chemicals.

Water Source For SongBirds
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20" Heated Bird Bath w/ Pedestal
 API-670

3-in-1 Heated Bird Bath,
Terra Cotta 
FI-BD-75

12-Inch Heated Bird Bath w/
Metal Stand

API-400
Deck Mounted Heated Bird Bath, 20"

API-650

Double Stamp Weekend November 8 - November 10 2019 

7 Locations to Serve you | 877-313-2473
Etobicoke | Mississauga | Don Mills | Pickering | Oshawa | Kingston| St. Catharines (Now Open)

Another very important item to offer birds in the winter months is water.  Many people think that birds should be fine with 
eating snow, but this expends energy which they need to stay warm. Bathing is important in the winter. Birds will bath as a way 
to preen their feathers. This helps their feathers stay positioned which avoids gaps. Feather gaps can cause a loss of body 
heat. Adding a heated birdbath to your yard is a great idea. If you already have a bird bath that can be left out in the winter, 
consider adding a birdbath heater. Heated bird baths and bird bath heaters do not heat the water, but stop the water from 
freezing. They keep the water from freezing down to about -23 degrees Celsius. When the temperature drops below -23 you 
may see ice begin to form around the inside edges of the bird bath. The water will also evaporate faster than it does in the 
summer. I keep a 2-liter bottle by the back door to refill mine. It is important to keep the bird baths clean just as you do in the 
summer.

3-in-1 Heated Bird Bath, 
Green - FI-GBD-75

Food Source For SongBirds

Mill Creek Suet
MC-FN

Mill Creek Suet
MC-GF

Mill Creek Suet
MC-BO

Mill Creek Suet
MC-MU

Squirrel Proof 
High Energy Suet 

SP-SUET

Berry 
Suet Nuggets 

CAS-101

Sunflower Suet 
Nuggets 
CAS-110

Our Fall Double Stamp Weekend takes place on Nov 8 to Nov 10. Simply visit any Urban Nature Store to get your 
Double Stamps on the purchase of any of our Fresh Wild Bird Seed Bags. When you Receive 10 Stamps on Urban Nature 
Store Feeder Card you get regular-sized bag free! (Don't Miss this chance to fill your frequent feeder card)

Urban Nature Store Frequent Feeder Card 
       (Some conditions apply. Available in store only. Inquire in store.)

STOCK UP ON YOUR BIRD SEED FOR THE WINTER...




